Abstract This paper proposes a high level language constituted of a small number of primitives and macros for describing recursive maximum likelihood (ML) estimation algorithms. This language is applicable to estimation problems involving linear Gaussian models, or processes taking values in a nite set. The use of high level primitives allows the development of highly modular ML estimation algorithms based on simple numerical building blocks. The primitives, which correspond to the combination of di erent measurements, the extraction of su cient statistics, and the conversion of the status of a variable from unknown to observed, or vice-versa, are rst de ned for linear Gaussian relations specifying mixed deterministic/stochastic information about the system variables. These primitives are used to de ne other macros, and are illustrated by deriving new ltering and smoothing algorithms for linear descriptor systems. The primitives are then extended to nite state processes, and used to implement the Viterbi ML state sequence estimator for a hidden Markov model.
Introduction
In spite of the fact that Kalman ltering relies on a simple Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization principle, over the years, the literature devoted to Kalman ltering and smoothing 1], 2] and its square-root or fast algorithms implementations 3], 4] has become relatively complex. To deal with numerical conditioning problems, such the possible singularity of the measurement noise, or large uncertainties in the initial state variance, a number of variants of the basic ltering and smoothing algorithms have been developed. Although most of these algorithms are super cially similar, they usually require distinct implementations, which result in a duplication of programming e ort and a general state of confusion for the end user. There is therefore a need to develop a modular environment, where all algorithms can be constructed from a few basic modules, and where the underlying simplicity of all ltering and smoothing procedures becomes again transparent. One could of course argue that numerical signal processing software packages, such as Matlab, provide the desired environment for developing estimation algorithms in a modular manner. However, the functions performed by Matlab are of a low-level nature, and do not capture the statistical aspects of operations arising in recursive maximum likelihood (ML) estimation algorithms. By comparison, certain real-time signal processing languages, such as Signal 5] or its extension to random processes called Signalea 6] , employ only a small number of high-level primitives, which admit simple interpretations in terms of operations on asynchronous data streams. While our goal here is more circumscribed than for Signal, since we focus exclusively on estimation problems, and do not have to contend
with timing issues, we shall retain the idea of employing just a few primitives to describe recursive estimation algorithms in a modular format. The objects on which the primitives operate are called observations, where an \observation" describes the hard constraints and probabilistic relationship existing between a set of measurements and unknown variables.
The primitives and macros that we construct correspond in fact to simple statistical operations, such as the combination of observations, the extraction of su cient statistics of minimal dimension, or the computation of marginal or conditional densities. The rst step towards the development of estimation primitives was taken in 7] , where two operations, called reduction and extraction, were introduced to formulate linear estimation problems over graphs. The reduction operation compresses redundant observations, whereas an extraction has the e ect of removing from an observation certain variables which are no longer of interest. Unfortunately, the construction of the reduction and extraction operations given in 7] is nonprobabilistic and focuses exclusively on the generation of ML estimates and error variances. As a consequence, these two operations alone cannot accomplish certain tasks, such as the generation of innovations or the computation of the likelihood function of an observation sequence. In this paper, we adopt a probabilistic point of view towards the construction of primitives. Since the statistical concepts employed to construct the primitives are quite general, we do not restrict our attention to Gaussian processes. We consider all ML estimation problems that are amenable to nite computer programs, i.e. those for which conditional densities can be nitely parametrized. In addition to Gaussian models, these include processes taking values in a nite set, such as nite-state Markov chains 8, 9] or Markov random elds 10, 11, 12] .
As in 7] , an important feature of the approach we employ to formulate recursive ML estimation problems is that we make no distinction between equations describing the model dynamics and measurements, and view all of them as \observations". To motivate this viewpoint, note that the step consisting of dividing all the equations describing a certain stochastic process into a subset employed to construct the process, and a measurement subset, is totally arti cial. What really matters is whether, given all the available dynamics and measurements, we can estimate the variables of interest. This raises two issues. The rst concerns the fact that any dynamic or measurement equation contains in general a mixture of deterministic and probabilistic information about the system variables. More precisely, depending on whether noise enters in an equation or not, this equation speci es either a deterministic algebraic constraint or a probability density or distribution for the system variables. This suggests that the proper probabilistic framework for modeling systems is to consider probability densities or distributions de ned over submanifolds (linear subspaces in the Gaussian case) of the underlying domain. This feature appears already in Signalea 6] , where stochastic processes are constructed by combining deterministic relations with a random variable generator. The fact that we process all dynamics and measurements progressively, instead of constructing the process a priori, engenders a second problem. Speci cally, it is possible that certain variables which are estimable from the complete observation set, may remain unknown on the basis of the current partial observation set. Thus, we are confronted with a situation where at any given time we have mixed information about the system variables: some are known exactly, others are unknown, and the remainder admits a probability distribution.
The general framework that we develop here for combining the information contained in systems of partly random and partly deterministic relations presents a number of similarities with the Dempster-Schafer theory of belief functions 13, 14, 15] in arti cial intelligence. In particular the mechanics we employ to combine observations, and to propagate the information contained in systems of observations are closely related to the fusion and propagation rules developed for networks of belief functions 16, 17, 18] . One important difference is however that, whereas the Dempster-Shafer theory relies on an axiomatic di erent from probability theory, we rely on an orthodox probabilistic viewpoint. This viewpoint is achieved by identifying all noise sources in the models we consider, and assigning a probability distribution to each noise source without attempting to probabilize all the system variables.
The paper is organized as follows. We consider rst the case of linear Gaussian models. In Section 2 we associate to a linear Gaussian observation a pair formed by a constraint space for the system parameters and measurements, and a Gaussian probability density dened over this space. A criterion is presented to determine whether a variable is estimable from the speci cation of such a pair, and the maximum likelihood estimate is obtained. The high-level ML estimation primitives are introduced in Section 3. The rst primitive performs the combination of two observations. This involves imposing to the combined observation the deterministic constraints associated to each of its components. Another di culty arises when the observations we combine contain common parameters or measurement vectors. The second and third primitive are formed by the reduction operation and its complement, the coreduction. From a statistical point of view, the reduction of an observation generates a minimal su cient statistic while preserving the constraint space of the parameter vector. The coreduction extracts from an observation the information concerning only its measurement vector. It yields the likelihood function of the measurement vector, as well as the deterministic constraints, often called parity checks, that must be applied to the measurements to determine whether they are compatible with the observation model. The last primitive, called mutation, is needed to de ne conditional observations, and consists of switching the status of a parameter or measurement from unknown to known, or vice-versa. In our framework, the extraction operation of 7] is only a macro, which can be implemented easily in terms of the four primitives. E cient numerical implementations of the primitives are also provided, so that to each primitive corresponds both a statistical concept and a numerical module.
The primitives and macros are employed in Section 4 to derive a general recursion principle for the computation of ML estimates and the evaluation of the likelihood function and parity checks of coupled observations. We also introduce a graphical representation which displays the coupling between observations introduced by their shared variables. The observations are the vertices of the graph, and two vertices are connected by an edge if they share variables. For the case when the graph of observations forms a tree, i.e., an acyclic graph, we show that the recursion principle provides a compilation scheme, which when applied to a nonoriented observation tree, transforms it into an oriented one. The resulting oriented tree speci es a recursion order for the observations and variables to be estimated, and thus forms a complete ML estimation program. Since the compilation scheme works only for trees, instead of arbitrary graphs, a systematic procedure for transforming graphs into trees is described. This procedure is based on regrouping observations, and thus must be used sparingly, since it tends to destroy the structure of the underlying estimation problem. The resulting general ML estimation framework is applicable not only to standard Kalman ltering and smoothing problems, but also to large-scale systems, where the coupling between variables can either be of a temporal nature, or spatial, between the subsystems constituting the full system. Our results are illustrated in Section 5 by considering the ltering and smoothing of linear Gaussian descriptor systems, as well as a simple failure detection problem. High level programs are provided for the Kalman lter and Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother. These programs are so compact it is hard to believe they implement a complete Kalman lter or smoother. However, by keeping track of the step by step implementation of each primitive, it is easy to relate them to the standard Kalman lter or smoother algorithms.
The case of a parameter process taking values in a nite set is considered in Section 6. Depending on whether the measurements are continuous or discrete, an observation is modeled as a probabilility density or distribution de ned over a constrained set, corresponding to the deterministic constraints imposed on the parameters and measurement. Because the primitives correspond to general statistical operations, it is not di cult to adapt them to this new model. The only di erence is that depending on whether the primitives act on Gaussian or nite-valued variables, they rely on di erent numerical implementations. The primitives are illustrated by considering the maximum likelihood state sequence estimation problem for a hidden Markov model. By realizing that this problem has the same graph dependency structure as the linear descriptor estimation problem of Section 5, we demonstrate, somewhat surprisingly, that the Viterbi algorithm admits the same high-level program as the double-sweep Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother. Thus, although the two algorithms look quite di erent, the use of primitives sensitive to data type allows us to demonstrate they are identical, which makes precise an analogy observed in 19].
Estimation over Constrained Spaces A Observation Model
Consider a linear observation o : Ey = Ax + Bu ; (2:1) where u N(0; I m ) is a zero-mean Gaussian vector of R m , and the measurement y 2 R p and parameter vector x 2 R n are respectively known (we shall say observed) and unknown.
The observation o has dimension q, where q denotes the dimension of the vector Ey, so that the matrices E, A and B have sizes q p, q n and q m, respectively. In (2.1), the covariance BB T of the noise Bu need not be invertible, but without loss of generality, it can be assumed that B is one to one, i.e., B has full column rank.
The observation model (2.1) is nonstandard, since it is customary to set E = I, with q = p. However, the greater generality a orded by the model (2.1) enables us to combine observations o 1 and o 2 whose measurement vectors y 1 and y 2 contain common components. This model allows also the existence of algebraic constraints between the entries of y. In this context, because no constraint is imposed on the rows of E, it is worth noting that the distribution u N(0; I m ) is an a-priori distribution for the noise, before the speci cation of equation (2. 2) The canonical decomposition (2.2){(2. yields the last two block rows of (2.4), where, because V is orthonormal, the covariance of V u is identity. This implies u 1 and u 3 are independent with unit variance. Writing KBV T = h B r C r i ; (2:12) 1 In other words, all densities which di er only by a multiplicative constant will be viewed as equivalent. This enables us to perform arbitrary linear transformations on the vectors x and y without keeping track of the Jacobians of the transformations. and taking into account the third block row of (2.4), we also obtain F r y = A r x + B r u 1 ; Remarks:
1) An interesting feature of the above decomposition is that it relies exclusively on numerically stable operations, such as QR or singular value decompositions. In some sense, it can be viewed as just a formalization of procedures which occur repeatedly, but under di erent disguises, in the implementation of square-root Kalman lters 3].
In the context of a discussion of generalized linear regression models in statistics, a decomposition of this type appears in 20], but no detailed numerical procedure was provided for its construction.
2) Given an observation o of the form (2.1), the generation of the last two equations of (2.4) requires only the rst step of the procedure employed to construct (2.4).
Speci cally, as indicated by (2.7a){(2.7b), if L is a matrix whose rows form a basis of the left null space of A, so that LA = 0, the last two equations of (2.4) are given by LEy = LBu :
(2:16) Thus, the full decomposition procedure of Lemma 2.1 needs to be applied only if we seek to compute the whole canonical form (2.4).
An interesting feature of the constraints (2.5a) and (2.5b) de ning C is that the second involves y only. The space S = f y : F 4 y = 0g (2:17) identi es the observations which are compatible with the model (2.1), so that the test F 4 y = 0 is actually the parity check that must be applied to an observation y to determine whether it can arise from the model (2.1). In this context, it is usually desirable to compress the row space of F 4 , i.e to nd an orthonormal matrix W such that WF 4 = " F 4r 0 # ; (2:18) where F 4r has full row rank. Then, the parity check test required to determine whether y belongs to S reduces to F 4r y = 0 ; (2:19) which involves only independent tests. Furthermore, if X(y) = f x : M 2 x = F 2 y for y 2 S g ; (2:20) the constraint space C can be expressed as C = y2S " y X(y) # ; (2:21) i.e. given a valid observation y 2 S, the vector x is constrained to belong to the a ne space X(y). This space describes the deterministic constraints to which x is subjected once y has been obtained and its validity established. Once the validity of the observation y has been established, the information available about x presents the following features:
(i) The density p(y; x) is concentrated on the a ne space X(y), so that some components of x are known perfectly.
(ii) Some other components are completely unknown, which is re ected by the fact that the density p is uniformly distributed with respect to these variables.
(iii) The remaining components of x admit a Gaussian distribution.
We are therefore confronted with a situation where we have mixed information about the various components of x. Obviously, given a complete set of observations, we would like to nd ourselves in a situation where x does not include any unknown component. This property can be described as follows.
De nition 2.1 A vector x is said to be estimable if, given a linear parametrization x( ; y) of X(y), the log-density ? ln p(y; x( ; y)) is a nonsingular quadratic form of the vector . Then, p(y; x) admits a unique maximum over X(y), and the integral Z g(x( ; y))p(y; x( ; y))d (2:24) exists for all functions g(x) which grow at most polynomially as jjxjj ! 1, so that all moments of the density p(y; x) exist over X(y). Thus, the major di erence with observation models with nonsingular noise is that we must keep track of constraint spaces along with the usual densities or conditional densities.
B ML Estimates
Given an observation o of the form (2.1) where x is estimable, the ML estimatex(y) of x given y is de ned as the argument of the maximum of p(xjy) ( 
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Finally note that, as in the case of Gaussian observations with nonsingular noise, the ML and least-squares (LS) estimates are the same, as shown in 22].
Primitives and Macros
The high-level language that we employ to specify ML estimation algorithms relies on four primitives: the combinator^, reduction R, coreduction R, and mutation M, whose functions are described below. The primitives are also used to generate two macros, the conditioning and extraction operations, written j and X, which extend to observations the usual concepts of conditional and marginal densities. The motivation for introducing macros instead of relying exclusively on the four basic primitives is the same one as for the use of subprograms in any programming language: it simpli es the writing and veri cation of large programs. Note that the language described here is richer than an earlier version presented in 7] which contained only the R and X commands, and was somewhat limited in what it could compute. Speci cally, it could generate ML estimates, but did not provide any mechanism for computing likelihood functions and parity checks, or for conditioning with respect to a set of variables.
A Combinator
The rst primitive we consider is the combination o 1^o2 of two observations o 1 and o 2 ,
where the symbol \wedge" should be interpreted as the logical \and" connector. where the noises u 1 and u 2 are independent with u i N(0; I) for i = 1, 2, and such that y c and x c denote respectively the measurement and parameter vector components which are common to both observations. The combined observation is given by Conceptually, the combination o 1^o2 just requires the juxtaposition of the equations specifying o 1 and o 2 . However, an important feature of the combinator is that while observations may share common measurements y c and unknown vectors x c , their noises u 1 and u 2 must remain disjoint and independent. Thus, noises are private variables for each observation. The advantage of this convention is that when two observations are combined, the combined noise is assigned the density p(u 1 ; u 2 ) = p 1 (u 1 )p 2 (u 2 ). Otherwise, the combination of observations would require the speci cation of information not present in each individual observation. However, for modelling purposes, this means that each source of randomness in a dynamical system must be accounted for in a single observation, so as to avoid correlation between observations.
The combinator^is clearly commutative and associative. If the constraint space C for y T x T ] T is obtained by taking the conjunction of the constraints de ning C 1 and C 2 , which concern respectively the vectors T all the information about x in o, and a component Rfog without any x information, but which provides useful data about the validity and likelihood of the measurement vector y.
Our ability to compress an observation into a lower dimensional one without losing any information about x is captured by the concept of su cient observation, which extends to our observation model the usual notion of su cient statistic. Proof: Without loss of generality it can be assumed that o is in the form (2.2){(2. 
Thus, the reduction operation completely decouples the ML estimation of x from the problem of computing the constraint space and likelihood function of o: the minimal observation Rfog contains all the information necessary for the ML estimation of x, whereas the coreduction Rfog contains all the information concerning the constraint space and likelihood function of o. 
C Mutation and Other Macros
In addition to the three primitives:^, Rf:g, Rf:g de ned above, we need to introduce a fourth primitive, called the mutation, whose e ect is to change the status of a vector inside an observation from known to unknown, or vice-versa. The mutation will be useful to formulate the concept of conditional observation, where certain vectors need to be treated temporarily as known, even though they are actually unknown.
De nition 3. (3:25) generated by changing the status of y 1 from known to unknown constitutes a mutation of y 1 inside o 0 .
Thus, the mutation M x just requires checking the status (observed or unknown) of the variable z, changing it, and reallocating accordingly the corresponding columns of E and A. An interesting feature of this operation is that it is argument dependent in the sense that M x fog corresponds to two di erent operations depending on whether x is observed or unknown in o. As a consequence, two consecutive mutations of the same vector yield the original observation.
Consider now an observation of the form (3.22) and suppose we are no longer interested in the the vector x 0 and just seek to \extract" the information about y and x 1 contained in (3.22) . This amounts to computing the marginal density p(y; x 1 ) and constraint space C 1 for y T Thus, in the context of statistical models containing mixed deterministic/stochastic information, the macros X x 1 fog and o j x 1 perform respectively the computation of marginal and conditional densities and constraint spaces.
D Properties of the primitives and macros
This subsection describes several useful properties of the primitives and macros we have introduced. We begin with formulas involving a single observation. The de nitions of the reduction, coreduction, extraction and conditioning operations imply that an arbitrary observation o can be decomposed as o = Rfog^ Rfog (3.28a) o = X x 1 fog^M x 1 fo j x 1 g ; (3.28b) where in (3.28b), we assume that o has the form (3.22).
The extracted observation X x 1 fog has the following properties. Theorem 3.2 1) Given an observation o of the form (3.22), the ML estimates of the estimable part of x 1 based on o and X x 1 fog are the same.
2) The extraction operation preserves the information contained in o concerning the measurement vector y, in the sense that R X x 1 fog = Rfog : (3:29) In particular, we have Thus, if o 2 is an innovation of o 1 , o 2 does not contain any information which could be extracted and used to improve our knowledge of x c based on o 1 alone. As the following lemma indicates, when o 2 is an innovation of o 1 , it can be reparametrized so as to eliminate any coupling between the two observations, so that they become independent. Lemma We have now at our disposal all the tools necessary to develop recursive algorithms for computing ML estimates and to evaluate the constraint set and likelihood function of a family of observations. Our approach consists of estimating vectors in the order in which they arise in observations, and then discarding these vectors when processing new observations where they no longer appear. The constraint space S(o) is obtained by juxtaposition of the old constraints with new constraints for the latest observations. L(o) is obtained by multiplying the old likelihood function with a term re ecting the new information, i.e. the \innovation", contained in the most recent measurement. Our results rely on the recursion scheme described below. L(o 1^o2 ) = L( R X x 2 fR X xc fo 1 g^o 2 g)L( Rfo 1 g) ; (4.3b) where the sum in (4.3a) can be replaced by a direct sum whenever o 1 and o 2 do not contain a common measurement y c .
Proof The notation (4.11b) is just the combination of two directed edges of the type (4.11a) going in opposite directions. However, instead of representing them as separate edges, it is more convenient to employ a bidirectional edge. Note that except for the convention we adopt for edge orientation, which is based on the notion of innovation, the graphical representation that we use here for systems of observations is similar to the one usually employed in statistics to describe Markov random elds 10, 12] or more generally, systems of coupled regression models 24]. Speci cally, graphs with branches of the form (4.11c) are duals of Markov random elds graphs, i.e., we switch from one notation to the other by exchanging edges and vertices. The theory of belief networks 16, 17] in arti cial intelligence relies also on directed graph representations. However, an important di erence with our model is that in the theory of belief networks, edge orientations represent subjective information such as \cause A creates e ect B with probability p." Such causal models are popular in medicine or econometrics, but their validity is sometimes questionable, because of the need to distinguish between cause and e ect. In contrast, the edge orientation scheme we employ here is completely objective, since it relies only on an examination of the information content of observation pairs. Edge orientations do not model causality relations; they represent only a computational device employed to allow the recursive evaluation of ML estimates, likelihood functions and parity checks.
In general, two arbitrary observations o 1 and o 2 of the form (3.32a){(3.32b) are fully coupled, so that the combined system o 1^o2 admits the graphical representation (4.11c).
Consider now the decomposition o = Rfog^ Rfog The representations (4.12b) and (4.13b) can be used to give the following graphical illustration to the recursion scheme of section 4.A. We start again from two observations o 1 and o 2 with the form (3.32a){(3.32b) and the graph (4.11c) . Then the following sequence of manipulations has the e et of transforming this elementary nondirected tree into a directed one. The steps (4.14a) and (4.14b) perform incremental transformations on the tree (just a chain in the present case) by going from right to left. This phase can be viewed as a tree compilation whose e ect is to orient the tree, and bring it to a form which is amenable to recursive estimation. As indicated by (4.15), the recursive estimation phase itself requires moving along the tree from left to right by estimating x 1 , x c , and x 2 sequentially, and using each successive estimate to generate the next one.
C Compilation of Observation Trees
The compilation procedure described above applies only to elementary trees composed of just two observations and a single edge. But the graph obtained by considering a family of observations fo i ; i 2 Ig and linking each pair of observations by an edge if they share variables is signi cantly more complex. In particular, it may contain cycles. For the particular case when this graph does not contain cycles, so that it forms a tree, the compilation procedure of the previous subsection can be extended as follows. First observe that because the interaction graph of the system of observations fo i ; i 2 Ig forms a tree, any two nodes o i and o j are connected by a unique path 25], p. 32. This property induces a distance d(i; j) between elements i; j of the index set I, where d(i; j) = k if the path linking o i to o j has k branches. Next, select an arbitrary node o i 0 as the root of the tree. A partial order can be de ned over the elements i of I based on the distance of i to i 0 , where we write i j if the node o i is closer to the root node than o j . Furthermore, we can always nd a total order < for the elements of I which is compatible with the partial order . This can be achieved by hanging the tree upside down from its root, and scanning the nodes of the tree sequentially, proceeding from top to bottom, and from left to right for nodes located at the same level in the tree.
Since the compilation changes the observations labeling the nodes of the tree without changing the tree topology, we refer to nodes by their index i instead of their label o i at the start of the compilation. Then, the compilation works as follows. We process the nodes i one by one according to the reverse of the total order <. This means that we start with the nodes located at the greatest distance from the root node i 0 , and move progressively towards the root node. The algorithm will terminate when the root node is reached. Suppose that at the current stage of the algorithm, we consider node i, and that its current observation label is o i . Let p(i) be the parent node of i, and let o p(i) be its observation label. The node p(i) is the immediate neighbor of i along the unique path linking i to the root node i 0 .
Then, the observation pair f o p(i) ; o i g de nes an elementary tree with two nodes and one edge of the type considered in the previous subsection. Let x ci be their coupling vector. This terminates the processing of node i, and we can move to its predecessor on the list generated by <. Proceeding in this manner, we see that the compilation transforms the nondirected interaction tree for the observations fo i ; i 2 Ig into a directed one, and since each node needs to be considered only once, the computational complexity of the compiler is proportional to the cardinality of I.
D Arbitrary Graphs
The compilation procedure of the previous section applies only to the case where the interaction graph for the observations fo i ; i 2 Ig is a tree, i.e. it does not contain cycles.
Such a topology occurs naturally for systems evolving in time, since there is no reason to believe that feedback can occur from the future to the past, or for hierarchical systems where agents are only in contact with a single supervisor and one or several subordinates, and where rules exist to prevent an agent from communicating information by jumping over the head of his/her supervisor. However, arbitrary large scale systems tend to have a more complicated structure than these strict hierarchical models, and the interaction graph describing the statistical dependence which exists in time and in space between the components of a system often contains cycles. In order to apply the compilation procedure of the previous section to such a graph, we must nd a mechanism to transform it into a tree. One procedure which was explored in 7] consists in combining the observations o i into larger observation groupings. However, such aggregations have the tendency to destroy the underlying information structure of the ML estimation problem we consider. After all, we could combine all observations together to produce a superobservation O =^i 2I o i whose interaction graph reduces to a single node! Thus, in transforming the interaction graph of observations fo i ; i 2 Ig into a tree we must strive to keep aggregations to a minimum. In addition, it would be nice if the structure of the resulting tree does not depend on the order according to which observations are regrouped. An elegant solution to this problem was proposed by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 18] (see also chapter 12 of 24]) in the context of a study of graphical models in statistics and arti cial intelligence. It relies on the observation that if a graph is triangulated, i.e., if it does not contain any chordless cycle, the hypergraph formed by its maximum cliques is acyclic. A hypergraph consists of a set V together with a set S of subsets of V 26] . Also, the cliques of a graph are sets of mutual neighbors, and a clique is maximal if it is not contained in another clique 25], p. 20. Then, it was shown in 18] that the acyclicity of the hypergraph of maximum cliques can be used to give a tree structure to the maximum cliques, which allows us here to combine the observations belonging to maximum cliques in such a way that the interaction graph of the aggregated observations forms a tree.
Since this procedure works only when the interaction graph of the observations fo i ; i 2
Ig is triangulated, when the graph is not triangulated, we must triangulate it by adding \false" edges. However, the new edges must be selected judiciously, since di erent llin strategies may lead to triangulated graphs with di erent numbers of cliques, and with cliques of signi cantly di erent sizes. Another strategy for dealing with interaction graphs containing cycles was proposed recently by Fabre 27] . It consists of breaking the cycles of the interaction graph by identifying the variables whose knowledge would convert the observation graph into a tree. These variables are estimated separately, and used to parametrize recursive estimation algorithms for the remaining variables.
Finally, observe that the results we have obtained to convert a graph of observations into a tree, and for orienting the resulting tree, are applicable to a wide class of decentralized systems, provided these systems are not too tightly coupled. Several aggregation examples are given in 7]. Note that the above discussion merely provides a step by step account of the operations appearing in the Kalman ltering algorithm (5.7a){(5.7c). However our goal is ultimately to hide all implementation details of this type by focusing on the larger picture provided by the primitives and macros we have introduced. is the combination of all observations in the future of k + 2. Noting that, given x k+1 , F k+2 does not contribute any information about x k (x k does not appear in this observation), we get ! k = (ô f kjk^o k+1 ) j x k+1 :
(5:26) This expression represents the forward sweep of the RTS smoother. It can be implemented concurrently with the forward Kalman recursion (5.7a). Note also that it has the e ect of transforming the linear tree of Fig. 1 into the directed one shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, the forward sweep of the RTS smoother just implements the tree compilation procedure described in last section. To get the smoothed observationô s k , we take into account the decomposition R X x k ;x k+1 fOg = M x k+1 f! k g^ô s k+1 (5:27) where ! k is an innovation ofô s k+1 , which in view of the de nition (5.23) of a smoothed observation, impliesô s k = R X x k fM x k+1 f! k g^ô s k+1 g : 
Finally, from (5.32), we see that G k G T k = p k is the ltered error variance for x k based on the observation ! k , i.e., based on the past observations, and the \pinned" value of x k+1 .
Backward sweep: Since the mutation of x k+1 inside ! k is accomplished by moving the R k x k+1 term to the right hand side, the observation M x k+1 f! k g^ô s k+1 takes the form The descriptor Kalman ltering recursions of Section 5.A are directly applicable to a recently proposed 34, 35] failure detection procedure for dynamical systems containing nuisance parameters, i.e., quantities taking arbitary unknown values. Given a standard state-space model where a nuisance term appears additively in the dynamics, the nuisance can be removed by premultiplying the dynamics with a matrix which nulls out the nuisance space. This yields a system with descriptor dynamics, where the presence or absence of failures can be determined by applying either innovations{based statistical failure detection tests, or algebraic tests relying on parity checks. Since the Kalman ltering recursions (5.7a){ (5.7c) generate both innovations and parity checks, they provide all the data necessary to implement failure detection schemes.
Our objective at this stage is not to discuss failure detection issues in detail, but just to illustrate the applicability of descriptor Kalman ltering algorithms. Accordingly, we follow the formulation of 36, 34] , to which the reader is referred for more extensive discussions and a comprehensive bibliography.
As starting point, we formulate the standard binary hypothesis testing problem for linear observation models in terms of the primitives introduced earlier. has the e ect of removing the nuisance term Gz, and then apply the previous hypothesis testing procedure to the extracted observations X x fH i g. Again, because X x requires only the computation of the left null space of G, a single algorithm can be used to generate X x fH i g for i= 0, 1.
Finally, let us examine the failure detection problem with isolation studied in 34]. We are given the system for a properly chosen window length L. When the likelihood ratio exceeds a properly selected threshold, a failure occuring at timeŝ has been detected.
Note that if the system under consideration is an interconnection of local subsystems, and the nuisance a ects only a subsystem, the nuisance rejection of step 1) can be performed locally.
Analytical redundancy approach: Alternatively, as described in section 7.4.2 of 36], we can consider as nuisances not only z k , but also the state vectors x k and x k+1 , and reject all of them. Thus, in this approach, the state is eliminated, instead of being estimated by Kalman ltering techniques. The procedure works as follows. 2) Apply the descriptor Kalman lter recursions to the systems obtained in step 1) above. This yields both the likelihood ratio (5.45) and the failure parametersm k corresponding to the estimated failure timeŝ.
As a side remark, note that the above discussion demonstrates the equivalence of the GLR and analytical redundancy approaches, i.e., it shows they yield the same result, even though they handle the state x k di erently. A detailed discussion of the connection between the two approaches from a more conventional perspective appears in 36], section 7.5.
Finite State Processes
The previous results can be extended to the nonlinear nonGaussian case, when the parameter vector X to be estimated belongs to a nite set X.
A Observation Model
An observation o consists as before of a pair (C, P) formed by a set C de ning the allowable pairs of measurements Y and parameter vector X, and, depending on whether the measurement vector Y takes discrete or continuous values, a probability distribution P(Y = y; X = x) = p(y; x) ; (6:1) or a density P(Y 2 dS; X = x) = p(y; x)dV (6:2) with (y; x) 2 C, where dV = jdSj represents an element of volume of the set S of measurements Y compatible with the constraint set C. If Y and Y denote respectively the domain of y, and the projection operator which associates to a pair (y; x) its coordinate y, i.e. Y (y; x) = y ; (6:3) the set S of valid outputs is given by S = Y C :
The reference measure dV which is de ned on S is left unspeci ed, since it depends on S. Finally, given y 2 S, the set X(y) represents the set of parameter vectors x such that the pair (y; x) 2 C.
Since X belongs to a nite set, we shall focus our interest exclusively on ML estimates.
As before, we say that X is estimable if p(y; x) admits a unique maximum over X(y), in which case the ML estimate is de ned aŝ x ML (y) = arg max x2X(y) p(y; x) :
The corresponding likelihood and conditional likelihood functions are then given by q(y) = p(y;x ML (y)) = max x2X(y) p(y; x) (6.6) q(xjy) = p(y; x) q(y) ; (6.7) which are de ned respectively over S and X(y). Thus, as in the Gaussian case, we have decomposed the pair (C, p(y; x)) into two subpairs (S, q(y)) and (X (y), q(xjy)) describing the marginal and conditional constraint sets and likelihood functions. Again, q(y) will be denoted as L(o) to indicate its association with o.
However, unlike the Gaussian case, the likelihood and conditional likelihood functions q(y) and q(xjy) do not coincide with the marginal and conditional probabilities p(y) = X x2X(y) p(y; x) (6.8) p(xjy) = p(y; x) p(y) (6.9) which di er from (6.6) and (6.7) by the fact that we are summing instead of maximizing over x.
B Primitives
The primitives introduced in Rfog = (C; q(xjy)) (6.14) Rfog = (S; q(y)) :
The mutation corresponds again to the change of status of a parameter or measurement from unknown to known, or vice versa, and the conditional observation and extraction macros are de ned by (3.28a){(3.28b), so that for an observation o with likelihood p(y; x 0 ; x 1 ), the likelihood of the extracted observation X x 1 fog is given by q(y; x 1 ) = max x 0 p(y; x 0 ; x 1 ) : (6:16) The above concepts are expanded into a full model of hybrid stochastic/deterministic systems with a nite number of states in 37]. This model, which is called CSS (a Calculus of Stochastic Systems), allows, together with an implementation language, the incremental simulation and estimation of hybrid systems.
C Estimation of Hidden Markov Models
To illustrate the application of the primitives, consider the problem of nding the most likely state sequence of a hidden Markov model (HMM). In such models, the states of a Markov chain are not observed directly, but need to be estimated from a sequence of measurements depending indirectly on the states. (6:17) This form is a slight variant of the standard expression for Markov processes, which is sometimes employed 41] to model Markov processes for which some information about both the initial and nal state is available. This situation occurs for example when we use a convolutional encoder to transmit data blocks separated by zero bits whose role is to ensure that the encoder starts and terminates in a known state (the zero state). For such a case, we have q i (x) = q e (x) = (x) ; (6:18) where (x) denotes the distribution equal to one for x = 0, and zero otherwise.
The observations y k with 0 k N ? 1 may take either continuous or discrete values.
Given a complete state trajectory, they are modeled by the conditional density/distribution
(y k ; x k ; x k+1 ) ; (6:19) whose form indicates that y k may be either a measurement of the state x k or of the transition from x k to x k+1 . For simplicity, we assume that there are no constraints on the states x k and observations y k , so that an observation o will consist only of a probability distribution/density. In other words, HMMs and descriptor models have excatly the same graph structure! Since this structure determines completely the order according to which observations are processed and the variables x k are estimated, we can immediately conclude that the ltering and smoothing algorithms of Section 5 are directly applicable to HMMs. However, since the primitives are not implemented in the same way, it is of interest to examine more precisely the internal mechanics and outcome of each algorithm.
Forward pass: Let P k be the combination (5.5) of all observations in the past of time k. Then, the ltered observationô f kjk given by (5.6a) corresponds actually to the function q f k (x k ) measuring the likelihood of the best path terminating in state x k given the measurements fy l ; 0 l k?1g. Because the de nition ofô f kjk includes a reduction, the likelihood q f k (x k ) is normalized, i.e. its maximum value over all x k 's is one. A similar normalization is often performed in convolutional decoders by subtracting periodically a constant from the value function J f k (x k ) = ? ln q f k (x k ) to prevent it from growing excessively. This is possible because we are only interested in the relative value of J f k or q f k for di erent x k 's. Then, if we consider the recursion (5.7a), the extracted observation X x k+1 fô f kjk^o k+1 g is speci ed
by the distribution f k+1 (x k+1 ) = max x k q f k (x k ) (x k ; x k+1 ) (y k ; x k ; x k+1 ) ; (6:23a) where the argument of the maximum is given by x k = k+1 (x k+1 ) ; (6:23b) and the dependence of x k on the observations up to time k has been suppressed. Given that the state of the Markov chain at time k + 1 is x k+1 , x k = k+1 (x k+1 ) represents the most likely state at time k based on the observations collected up to time k. The function p(Y; X) with respect to all x l with l 6 = k. Its maximum x k = arg max x k q s k (x k ) (6:28) represents the most likely state at time k, i.e. the most likely trajectory corresponding to the measurements y k with 0 k N ? 1 goes throughx k at time k.
>From the de nition of the conditional observation macro, we nd that the observation ! k = (ô f kjk^o k+1 ) j x k+1 admits the likelihood q f k (x k ) (x k ; x k+1 ) (y k ; x k ; x k+1 )=q f k+1 (x k+1 ) (6:29) so that according to (5.27) , the observationR X x k ;x k+1 fOg has for distribution q f k (x k ) (x k ; x k+1 ) (y k ; x k ; x k+1 )q s k+1 (x k+1 )=q f k+1 (x k+1 ) : (6:30) Its joint maximum over x k and x k+1 gives the most likely statesx k andx k+1 at times k and k + 1. Maximizing over x k+1 rst, and noting that the x k dependent part of (6.30) is identical to the one minimized in (6.23a) yieldŝ x k = k+1 (x k+1 ) : (6:31) Thus, the most likely trajectory is obtained through a double sweep algorithm, where the forward sweep computes the trace back function k+1 (:), and the backward sweep generates the optimum state trajectory, starting from the most likely nal statex N . This state can be computed by observing that the observationô s N =ô f NjN^o N+1 has for distribution q s N (x N ) = q f N (x N )q e (x N ) ; (6:32) whose maximum yieldsx N . By employing primitives which are sensitive to data type, i.e. which act di erently on Gaussian and nite state processes, we have therefore been able to show that the Viterbi and Rauch-Tung-Striebel double-sweep algorithms are identical, as was rst noted informally in 19].
Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a set of high level primitives for ML estimation which, because they rely on general statistical concepts, are applicable to estimation problems where su cient statistics admit nite parametrizations, such as linear Gaussian models or nite-state processes. A graphical representation of the interaction betwen observations was also used to develop a compilation scheme which, for the case when the interaction graph of observations forms a tree, allows the automatic generation of a recursive ML estimation program from the tree of observations. The high-level primitives and recursion method were illustrated by considering the ML estimation problems for linear descriptor systems and hidden Markov models.
The work presented here can be extended in several directions. First, for the nite-state case, we have assumed that observations can be modeled by a distribution/density and constraint set pair (p(y; x), C). This has the e ect of probabilizing all events concerning the state x and observation y. But for certain applications, such as queing networks or stochastic Petri nets, the set of events that can be probabilized is more restricted. A more sophisticated approach which probabilizes only a set of hidden random variables is described in 37]. In addition, although we have restricted our attention here to ML estimation, for other problems, such as the simulation of hybrid random/deterministic systems, a Bayesian framework is more appropriate, and a procedure for transposing ML operations to the Bayesian case is presented in 37]. This transformation has the e ect of illustrating the parallel existing beween simulation and estimation for hybrid systems.
Because of the duality between control and estimation, it should not come as a surprise that the high-level primitives presented here are also applicable to control problems. Preliminary results on a high-level formulation of linear exponential quadratic Gaussian (LEQG) control are described in 43]. The approach employed consists in viewing the exponential cost to be minimized as the probability density of a system of arti cial \observations." The solution is derived entirely from an estimation perspective, i.e., no distinction is made between estimation and control, and the optimal control is just obtained as a ML estimate of the system inputs. However, one di culty arising in this context is that the quadratic form appearing in the exponential cost may be inde nite, so that the the ML estimation problem associated to the cost needs to be de ned over a Krein space (see 44] for a study of linear ltering in Krein spaces).
Another topic in need of further study concerns the exibility existing in the choice of recursive strategies for solving ML estimation problems speci ed by coupled observations. For the smoothing problem of descriptor systems, the two-lter and double-sweep smoothers are only two of several possible processing strategies. The choice among processing algorithms becomes even wider for general observation graphs and trees. This raises the question of developing systematic methods of decribing and determining the optimum algorithm in terms of memory requirements and computational cost. Results along these lines are described in 27].
